
When the future looks uncertain some women get married, 
others get divorced, yet more buy jewels and hundreds go 

into hiding. Just a few, a very few, give such opulent balls that the 
world seems for a moment to have tilted on its axis. 

On 1 July 1939 Elsie de Wolfe, an American-born interior decorator 
and failed actress, gave one of the grandest and most bizarre parties 
ever hosted by a private individual. Elsie, by then aged eighty-one 
and married for the previous thirteen years, much to everyone’s sur-
prise, to the retired British diplomat Sir Charles Mendl, had shown 
her mettle during the First World War when she had remained in 
Paris volunteering in a hospital and winning the Croix de guerre 
and the Légion d’honneur for her relief work with gas-burn cases. 
Now she nursed a passion for parties. Owner of the newly fabulous 
Villa Trianon, a Louis XV chateau in the grounds of the Palace of 
Versailles, Lady Mendl was the best-known American hostess in 
Europe. She had devoted the last thirty-� ve years of her life – both 
as Lady Mendl and long before when she was the close companion of 
the theatrical agent Elisabeth Marbury – to the villa’s restoration and 
redecoration (it had been unlived in for many years). Giving lavish 
and original parties there was now her life’s work. She had recently 
created a dance pavilion with a specially imported spring-loaded 
� oor, and had installed glass walls so that the views to the gardens 
were unimpeded; she had also had the space wired for sound under 
the supervision of her friend Douglas Fairbanks.

� roughout the 1930s, Elsie had organized a succession of dinner 
dances, bals masqués, themed parties. She was credited with invent-
ing murder-mystery parties and, occasionally, she gave small parties 
for about forty close friends. As she entered her ninth decade her 
energy seemed undimmed. She still worked at her diet as well as 
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her daily exercises and was so well known for her handstands that 
Cole Porter immortalized her in his song ‘Anything Goes’. As Wallis 
Simpson, her friend and admirer, said of her: ‘She mixes people like 
a cocktail – and the result is sheer genius.’

For the previous year Elsie had been planning the most spectac-
ular ball yet. Ever since the previous summer when she had thrown 
an extravagant circus ball featuring acrobats, she had determined 
that next time she would outdo herself by repeating the theme but 
with elephants as well as clowns, tightrope-walkers and jugglers. 
She may have been inspired by a visit to India, or perhaps she even 
remembered an occasion thirty years before when she had seen ele-
phants walking sedately through Boston. Whatever the inspiration, 
she knew that the elephants would create an incomparable social 
buzz. However precarious the world situation, she was not going to 
abandon her plans for an unforgettable night of entertainment. 

It was a balmy evening on 1 July 1939 when shortly after 9 p.m. 
the chau" eur-driven Mercedes and Rolls-Royces and numerous 
taxis began disgorging the 700 or so guests at the Boulevard Saint-
Antoine entrance to the Petit Trianon. Although the men in their 
elegant white tie and tails may have felt the heat, most of the women, 
in out� ts designed by Coco Chanel, Elsa Schiaparelli, Jeanne Lanvin 
and Lucien Lelong, needed cloaks or jackets before the party was 
over at dawn. 

Elsie herself draped a long, shocking-pink cape over her shoulders. 
Beneath the cape she wore a magni� cent ivory silk gown embla-
zoned with silver sequins and jewelled butter� ies designed by her 
favourite couturier, Mainbocher, who was now basking in interna-
tional fame as the designer of the pale blue wedding gown worn by 
Wallis Simpson for her marriage to the recently abdicated Duke of 
Windsor. It was Elsie who had e" ected the introduction to the cou-
turier. Although she was small in stature Elsie cut a striking � gure 
as a circus ringleader with a diamond and aquamarine Cartier tiara 
in her hair. Brandishing a whip ‘as if to defy the fates’, she walked 
bravely between the legs of the elephants before leading eight white 
ponies and dogs through their paces in a circus ring laid out on the 
lawn. In addition, she had hired a blind strolling accordion player, a 
Hawaiian guitarist who � oated on a boat in the swimming pool and 
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three orchestras in rotation playing in the dance pavilion. In one part 
of the gardens she had placed a champagne bar in a small circular 
tent with a striped roof set up around a fat tree trunk; not far away 
was a hot bu" et which stayed open until 5 a.m., serving (unusually 
for Elsie who did not place much store by o" ering food to her guests) 
lamb chops, scrambled eggs, cakes and even more champagne.

In social terms, the surreal occasion was considered a triumph. 
Everyone talked about the magni� cence of the gardens with their 
unusual topiary as much as they praised the originality of the enter-
tainments – although some complained about the inevitable smell 
given o"  by the animals and about their need regularly to relieve 
themselves, a detail left out by Vogue and others in their coverage of 
the spectacular event. � e magazines were no more interested in the 
guests – aristocrats, diplomats, dukes, duchesses, princesses, writers, 
designers and artists, many of whom will reappear in the following 
pages – describing the clothes they wore and the jewels adorning their 
gowns. One of the most beautiful was a stunning Brazilian woman, 
Aimée de Sotomayor, widely considered one of the most glamorous 
women of the twentieth century, whose smiling photograph from 
that night appeared in Vogue a month later. With gardenias strewn 
in her blonde hair, she was wearing one of the � rst dresses designed 
by the then little-known Christian Dior, albeit not yet under his 
own name label. Christian Dior himself was, according to Aimée, ‘a 
little sad’ not to have been invited. However, Aimée’s style made a 
big impression on one of the other guests, the textile magnate Marcel 
Boussac. After the war, Boussac was to � nance Christian Dior in 
creating his own label and design house.

Few among le tout Paris were concerned that night with what was 
going on in the rest of Europe because they believed that France 
would not be seriously a" ected, or at any rate not for long. Surely 
the seemingly impregnable Maginot Line, a series of concrete forti� -
cations along the border with Germany, would protect the country? 
� roughout the spring and early summer the social season had 
continued as normal; in fact there was a sense of recklessness in the 
determination to celebrate which none in this high-society group 
considered excessive or out of place. 

In April, Hélène Arpels, a former model born in Monte Carlo to 
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Russian parents now married to Louis Arpels, youngest of the broth-
ers in the jewellery � rm Van Cleef & Arpels, was photographed with 
friends at Longchamp races, all wearing stunning designer out� ts. 
A month later Hélène was snapped at the supremely smart Hippo-
drome de Chantilly in a dress by Maggy Rou" , a designer intensely 
proud of her royal clientele, and a white hat by Reboux, the house 
that had created Wallis Simpson’s wedding-day halo hat two years 
before.

Since the death in 1938 of Alfred Van Cleef, the family jewellery 
business had been run by his daughter Renée Puissant, a young 
widow. Renée had been brie� y married to Emile Puissant, a racing 
driver, whom she met through her mother, Esther, his nurse during 
the First World War. When Emile was killed in a car crash in 1926, 
the administration of the � rm passed to Renée. 

Just as Parisian couture was � ourishing, so was high art. � at 
July, serious music-lovers travelled to Bayreuth, the town dedicated 
to the performance of Wagner operas, to admire the � rst French 
woman ever to sing Isolde there. Performing this role was considered 
a huge triumph for the Parisian-born Germaine Lubin, who seemed 
to have reached the pinnacle of her career. Wagnerian heroines were 
invariably German, and the French were proud of her achievement. 
Germaine Lubin had been educated at the Collège Sévigné, a well-
known private girls’ school in Paris founded in 1880, intending to 
train as a doctor like her father. But she was persuaded to study sing-
ing instead at the Paris Conservatoire where Gabriel Fauré, deeply 
impressed, encouraged her. Her � ne voice as well as her statuesque 
beauty ensured an early success singing roles from operas by Strauss 
as well as by lesser-known French composers. But, since 1930, she 
had found a niche tackling most of the great Wagnerian roles in-
cluding Sieglinde in Die Walküre, Elsa in Lohengrin, Brünnhilde in 
the Ring Cycle and Kundry in Parsifal, and it was for these that she 
was renowned. 

Although married in 1913 to the French poet Paul Géraldy, with 
whom three years later she had a son, the marriage was not a success 
and came to an end in 1926. Lubin was always surrounded by a posse 
of male admirers, including Marshal Philippe Pétain, whom she 
� rst met in 1918 when he was at the height of his fame as the hero 
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of Verdun. A soldier famous for his womanizing, he was immedi-
ately smitten and even proposed marriage to Lubin though she was 
not free.* Instead, the pair conducted a warm correspondence and 
 remained friends until Pétain’s death in 1951. But Lubin was always 
less popular with female colleagues such as the Australian soprano 
Marjorie Lawrence, another Wagnerian, who found the Parisienne 
arrogant and overrated.

‘War between me and Lubin was on,’ Lawrence wrote in her 
memoirs, describing a moment of upstaging when the pair took their 
bows at the end of a performance of Lohengrin in 1933, in which 
Lawrence sang the role of Ortrud. ‘Lubin refused to shake my hand 
when I extended it to her and, being more practised than I in the 
tricks of the opera trade, she was able to edge herself in front of me 
and behave as if all the cheering was for her.’†

At Bayreuth, Lubin established friendships with several members 
of the Wagner family and was even complimented by Hitler himself 
(a photograph of the pair together would eventually seal her fate) 
when he told her she was the � nest Isolde that he had heard. Lubin 
hoped to follow up her triumph by taking the role to the Metropol-
itan Opera in New York, having been recommended to the Met’s 
management by the Norwegian soprano Kirsten Flagstad. However, 
she could not travel during the war and was never to sing in the 
United States. 

Also at Bayreuth that month were two English sisters, Unity and 
Diana Mitford, there at the personal invitation of Hitler. As soon as 
they arrived the girls were presented with two bouquets, one from 
Herr Wagner, the composer’s grandson, and one from the Mayor of 
Munich. On 2 August, the � nal day of the festival, Hitler invited 
them for lunch and Diana remembered him remarking that, as Eng-
land seemed determined on war, it was now inevitable.

But an inability to face reality was not exclusively the preserve of 

* Pétain was over sixty when he � nally married, in 1920, Mme Eugénie Hardon, 

one of his mistresses, a divorcee who already had a child. Ironically, while Vichy 

prioritized raising the birthrate and protecting the family, he did not, as far as is 

known, father any children of his own.

† � e rivalry ceased in 1941 after Lawrence tragically contracted polio and left 

Paris.
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the fashionable and wealthy. � e writer Colette may have been at 
the height of her fame in the late 1930s but she was famously indif-
ferent to politics throughout her life. By 1935, aged sixty-two, despite 
being married to a Jewish journalist, Maurice Goudeket, she still 
did not wield her pen to warn of the dangers of Hitler’s policies in 
Germany or of the failure of the Popular Front government and the 
rise of the far right in France. She was constantly writing – mostly 
novellas at this stage of her career – and also, in the � rst weeks of the 
war, giving broadcasts to Americans about the atmosphere in Paris 
which involved her travelling across the city in the early hours of the 
morning, often in a state of déshabillée. � e two major pieces of jour-
nalism that stirred her in 1939 were both about unhinged murderers: 
one a toothless woman brothel-keeper in Morocco who tortured 
and killed her child prostitutes, believing that females had no value; 
the other, a man with many aliases who gruesomely murdered no 
fewer than � ve people, seemingly at random, for small amounts of 
money. � e latter, Eugen Weidmann, was to become notorious as 
the last person guillotined in public in France, although the guil-
lotine, that peculiarly French invention, would still be used during 
the war. Colette, appointed special reporter for Paris-Soir during the 
trial, devoted much time and thought to the brilliant investigative 
essay she wrote on Weidmann’s spiritual capacity for truth. Why 
did she not � nd it equally interesting to study the rabble-rousing 
tyrant from Munich about to unleash mass murder? Was it because, 
in Colette’s worldview, war and politics were the follies of men? � e 
female self, struggling with the pain and ties of love, remained her 
natural subject until war a" ected her personally. Only then did she 
become engaged. Perhaps more remarkable, as the New Yorker cor-
respondent Janet Flanner wrote at the time, was that in 1939, even as 
France stood on the brink of war with Germany, ‘Weidmann’s being 
a German was not considered an additional crime.’

Today, observing these events with the advantage of hindsight, 
one can only marvel at the blind sense of unreality shown by most 
of those that summer who were managing to live a carefree life 
dominated by concern about being seen in the latest fashionable hat. 
On the Champs-Elysées, where the expensive hotels were � lled with 
American and English tourists and the pavement cafés were thriving, 
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it was impossible not to notice the extraordinary confections that 
passed as hats merely because they sat on women’s heads, creations 
both tiny and huge, decorated with feathers, � owers and jewels and 
worn with more than a touch of insouciance. ‘� e Parisian women,’ 
according to Elsa Schiaparelli, ‘as if feeling it was their last chance, 
were particularly chic.’ Flanner had a slightly di" erent perspective on 
the phenomenon. ‘It has taken the threat of war to make the French 
loosen up and have a really swell and civilised good time,’ she wrote.

� ere were exceptions, however. As the New York Times reported 
on its political pages, the circus ball had provided the setting for 
the second meeting that day between the French Foreign Minister, 
Georges Bonnet, and the German Ambassador in Paris, Count 
 Johannes von Welczeck. � e French minister had given warning that 
his country would not stand idly by, as it had over Czechoslovakia 
only a few months earlier, if Germany invaded Poland. Just two weeks 
after the ball, on 14 July, Paris celebrated the 150th anniversary of the 
storming of the Bastille and the French Revolution. How many of 
those who took part in the long-planned pageants, military parades 
and days of dancing in the streets saw the irony of festivities marking 
the birth of democracy and the end of tyranny in 1789? Clearly, the 
deeper signi� cance of the date was not overlooked by everyone. � e 
extent to which the legacy of the Revolution was accepted by the 
whole of France was about to be severely tested. 

� ousands of Spanish republican refugees, who had � ed over the 
border into France after the Battle of Catalonia, were only too aware 
that fascist tyranny, in the shape of General Franco, had not been 
beaten in their own country. Some 17,000 were now living in appall-
ing conditions in a hastily constructed camp at Gurs in south-west 
France, one of the � rst of about � fty camps on French soil where 
non-native refugees were ‘concentrated’. � e internees had created an 
orchestra and constructed a sports � eld; on 14 July 1939 they arranged 
themselves in military formation in the � eld and gave a boisterous 
rendition of ‘La Marseillaise’; they then took part in sports presenta-
tions and various choral and instrumental concerts. From the start, 
Gurs was overwhelmed by the numbers of internees sent there. In 
1939, at the outbreak of war, it took in German prisoners of war 
and French nationals with suspect political views and later, after the 
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German defeat, Jews. � ose held at Gurs were neither tortured nor 
beaten, but food was scarce and often inedible and conditions barely 
tolerable. � ere was no sanitation, no running water other than con-
stant rain, no plumbing nor proper drainage as the buildings were 
un� nished, no one imagining that the situation would continue for 
long. � ere was a separate women’s camp at Gurs* and initially the 
commander permitted some imprisoned women to rent a horse and 
cart and leave the camp to buy provisions.

Crane Brinton, a brilliant Harvard history professor whose par-
ticular expertise lay in the study of revolutions, wrote with great 
prescience in an essay published on 15 July 1939 that he saw much 
metaphorical rain ahead. As he contemplated the 150th anniversary 
of the storming and taking of the Bastille by the people of Paris, he 
predicted ‘changes which, in pure logic, are quite antithetical to what 
the men of 1789 were striving for . . . Democracy is in for harder 
sledding than it had throughout most of the nineteenth century.’

On 1 September, two months after Elsie Mendl’s surreal circus ball, 
Germany invaded Poland and democracy was indeed tested. Gen-
eral mobilization of all young men between the ages of eighteen and 
thirty-� ve was announced in France immediately, and on 3 Septem-
ber France and Britain declared themselves at war. 

Several of those who had attended the circus ball � ed the capital 
as soon as they could. � e Duke and Duchess of Windsor swiftly 
made plans to leave Paris and return to England. But as no palace, 
castle or royal residence was put at their disposal by the British royal 
family they were forced to stay at the Sussex house of their loyal 
friend and the Duke’s erstwhile best man ‘Fruity’ Metcalfe. Since it 
was clear that the British authorities were not going to provide them 
with a wartime home, like many others they soon returned to Paris 
and continued to live with uncertainty, watching and waiting. Many 
others among le tout Paris, � nding themselves without servants, 
moved into the Ritz Hotel, where they were observed by the play-
wright Noël Coward, who remarked that September when he started 

* For a while the artist Charlotte Salomon, the philosopher Hannah Arendt, and 

Dora Benjamin, sister of Walter, were all incarcerated here.
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working in the city for the British government, ‘Paris is beautifully 
“War gay”. Nobody ever dresses and everybody collects at Maxim’s.’ 
Coward found himself a beautiful � at in the Place Vendôme, ex-
actly opposite the Ritz, ‘where they have the most well prepared air 
raid shelter’. � e Ritz shelter, frequented by some of the best-dressed 
women in Paris, was soon famous for its fur rugs and Hermès sleep-
ing bags. Gabrielle ‘Coco’ Chanel, the in� uential designer who, as 
soon as war broke out, closed her Rue Cambon boutique, thereby 
throwing hundreds of women out of work, declared that this was 
‘not a time for fashion’ – a decision that seemed deeply unpatriotic. 
She then moved into a suite at the Ritz for the duration of the war. 
Although the Chanel perfume and jewellery business remained 
open, she was not the owner, a situation that she was to dispute after 
the war. 

Soon Chanel, approaching sixty, was openly consorting with 
Baron Hans Günther von Dincklage, a tall, blond and handsome 
German o4  cer in the Abwehr or German Military Intelligence, 
known as Spatz. Spatz had been previously married for � fteen years 
to Maximiliane von Schoenebeck (who was known as Catsy), the 
Jewish half-sister of the writer Sybille Bedford. Sybille later settled 
in England. But in 1935, as soon as the Nuremberg laws, the anti-
Jewish statutes, came into force, Spatz quietly divorced Catsy while 
remaining on friendly terms with her, so that few people realized 
they had parted. It was several months later, after another a" air, that 
he took up with Chanel. � e hapless Catsy had been brie� y interned 
in 1938 ‘pour espionnage’, having been under surveillance for the pre-
vious two years partly because she was a German alien. Described by 
French military intelligence in 1939 as ‘Baronne Dincklage’, she was 
ordered in November to be interned again, as her presence in France 
apparently represented a danger, presumably owing to Dincklage’s 
well-known Nazi connections. In the early 1930s, when the couple 
lived together at Sanary-sur-Mer, a resort to the west of Toulon 
stu" ed with German refugees, rumours were rife about his espionage 
activities, but there is no evidence that Catsy, who was punished, was 
involved in them. 

Elsie Mendl insisted on sitting out the rest of 1939 in Paris, even 
though her husband, Sir Charles, in spite of his protestations about 
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having no religion, was keenly aware that in Nazi eyes he was Jewish 
and therefore in danger. One evening, Elsie invited Noël Coward 
to dine. Fellow guests included the Windsors, who were in � ne de-
featist form. � e Duke held forth about the coming battle, insisting 
that ‘the German spirit was very important because they are awfully 
dogged and capable of really surprising endurance in the face of 
practically anything, which is very important’. Not many in Paris in 
1939 shared his views on German superiority. 

While most of the German army was engaged in Poland, and as 
long as French soil had not yet been violated, many Parisians could 
close their eyes to the imminent dangers because they were convinced 
they would swiftly repel the Germans. For them, war seemed a dis-
tant event concerning other people. Hence this period soon came 
to be known in France as la drôle de guerre and in England as the 
‘phoney war’. � e playwright and avant-garde artist Jean Cocteau 
was missing his lover, who had been mobilized and was serving at 
the front. So when one of his friends o" ered to drive him there, he 
accepted with alacrity, ignoring any risks, entranced by the prospect 
of a clandestine lovers’ meeting. 

� e friend was Violette Morris, a lesbian former athlete who ran 
a car-parts store and therefore had access to transport. Yet Morris, 
an eccentric outsider with dangerous opinions, then living on 
a houseboat on the Seine with an actress lover, was not someone 
to tangle with. � is convent-educated, former boxer and javelin-
thrower had, in 1928, been refused a licence to participate in the 
forthcoming Olympics by the Fédération Française Sportive Fémi-
nine (FFSF – French Women’s Athletic Federation) largely because 
of complaints about her overtly public lesbian lifestyle. With her 
cropped hair, Morris had been dressing as a man since 1919 and was a 
heavy smoker, considered unacceptable in female society at the time. 
Morris appealed against the ban, and, when she lost, had both her 
breasts removed, apparently so that she could sit more comfortably 
in a racing car. Although she was a talented athlete excelling in many 
sports and had served as a nurse on the Somme in the Great War, 
she increasingly felt an outcast from French society, declaring: ‘We 
live in a country made rotten by money and scandals . . . governed 
by phrasemongers, schemers and cowards. � is land of little people 
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is not worthy of survival. One day, its decline will lead its people to 
the ranks of slavery but me, if I’m still here, I will not become a slave. 
Believe me, it’s not in my temperament.’

At the end of 1935 Morris was approached by the Nazis and invited 
at the personal request of Hitler to visit Germany for the 1936 Berlin 
Olympics, where she was treated to much fanfare. She retained her 
links with the Nazis in disgust at her treatment by the French. � en, 
in 1937, she killed a man but escaped a murder charge on grounds of 
self-defence. For Cocteau, an artist who claimed to be apolitical, to 
be seen in the same car with such a person was risky indeed, just as 
it was for Morris to drive him there since neither of them had a pass 
for the front. 

Clearly, French society of the 1930s could not accommodate 
 Violette Morris, who, unable to perform in the international sport-
ing competitions in which she excelled, soon found a place for 
herself among the seedy petty criminals and German admirers of 
the extreme right. Exactly what Morris subsequently did to help the 
Germans and whether her life of collaboration turned to treason is 
the subject of academic debate. But, as the phoney war came to an 
end, Violette Morris was one of those on the fringes who found a 
home as she edged closer to the Gestapo.

� ere were thousands of others in Paris that year, guests neither at 
the circus ball nor at any of the many other summer extravaganzas, 
neither concert- nor opera-goers, participants neither in the Bastille 
Day celebrations nor in outings to Deauville, the fashionable resort 
favoured by so many Parisians – just ordinary men and women 
for whom the insecurity of 1939 had turned into a nightmare long 
before 3 September. Some Parisiennes – those who had already had 
their lives turned upside down for the past few years – were not 
heedless of the current dangers. Miriam Sandzer, aged sixteen when 
she arrived in Paris in 1930 with her family from Poland, had been 
visiting the Préfecture de Police in Paris almost daily since 1936, 
trying to help refugees regularize their situation as they � ooded in 
from Poland, Germany and other countries threatened by Hitler. 
Her father owned a lingerie factory in the 19th arrondissement and, 
above it, had founded a small synagogue. Miriam’s job, in addition to 
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working long hours in the factory, was to try and arrange papers for 
the refugees, some of whom arrived with little more than a change of 
clothes, while others had jewellery to sell, but all were su" ering from 
having nowhere to stay. Refugees could neither register in a hotel nor 
sleep rough because they risked interrogation from passing police-
men asking randomly, ‘Vos papiers, s’il vous plaît.’ If a passport with 
a valid entry visa could not be produced, or if anything looked ques-
tionable, the individual would be detained in a police station until 
deported. � e Sandzer family, deeply involved in helping foreign 
Jews to settle and � nd accommodation, could be under no illusions 
about the gloom ahead. Sometimes they welcomed a refugee family 
sleeping on mattresses in their own spare room, or persuaded friends 
to do likewise, until temporary permits could be arranged and the 
exiles could legitimately stay in a hotel. When more accommodation 
was needed, M. Sandzer paid the next-door brothel-keeper to vacate 
his premises for a year so they could use his twenty-three rooms to 
house refugees. Miriam had got to know the Chef de Police rather 

Miriam Sandzer in 1936, aged twenty-two, looking exotic and strong-willed
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well over recent months and was learning fast ‘how corrupt these 
people were, how money talks in every language . . . with a bribe it 
was possible to extend their temporary permits until such time as 
they were able to secure an entry visa to an overseas destination’.

But the endless quest for life-saving papers was becoming harder 
all the time. As the stream of fugitives kept swelling, more and more 
tasks fell to Miriam, both in the factory and at the police station. 
Her elder brother, Jack, had left Paris to live with his wife and baby 
in Hon� eur, her mother was occupied with Miriam’s much younger 
brother, as well as with an elderly mother, and was cooking for large 
numbers of transient people, so Miriam not only became buyer 
for the business but also worked at cutting, sewing and designing 
the garments they produced. However, for the previous four years 
she had been engaged to Ben, the son of close family friends from 
Poland, who was now living in England. In 1939 Ben came to Paris 
and begged her to marry him and leave for London. ‘But how could 
I leave my parents when a war was going to come? How could I just 
go?’ she later wrote. In addition, having spent so much of her time 
organizing travel permits for others, she now found that her own 
were invalid. She could not travel as her Polish passport had expired 
and, in order for it to be valid for renewal, she required a red stamp 
which showed she had been to Poland in the last � ve years, which 
she had not. When she went to have it renewed it was con� scated. 
Marriage was her only hope of escape, but Ben, convinced from his 
London vantage point that there would be a long and devastating 
war ahead, had already volunteered in 1938 and now could not get 
enough leave for the two weeks necessary to ful� l the residency 
requirements in order to obtain a wedding licence in France. Like 
so many other young women in Paris, Miriam Sandzer was doubly 
trapped, both by her sense of duty to family and by the interminable 
complications of documentation.

Anyone who had been reading newspapers in the previous year 
would have been aware of the true situation – how at Munich in 1938 
British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain and French premier 
Edouard Daladier had avoided going to war over Czechoslovakia, 
insisting that by agreeing to Nazi demands they had achieved ‘peace 
in our time’. Although half a million people had greeted Daladier 
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euphorically at Le Bourget airport in the belief that war had been 
averted, others recognized that this was little more than a breathing 
space. In Britain it was not long before the infamous prime min-
isterial waving of a piece of paper at Croydon airport was revealed 
to be meaningless. Kristallnacht had, after all, started on a Parisian 
pretext: the shooting two days previously of a German diplomat, 
Ernst vom Rath, at the Embassy in Paris by a young Jewish teenager, 
Herschel Grynszpan. When on the night of 9–10 November 1938, 
thugs viciously attacked Jewish shops and businesses throughout 
Germany, not only were windows and store fronts shattered but 
with them any illusions which some still held that Hitler could be 
satis� ed merely with the Sudetenland. It became increasingly dif-
� cult for Jewish or political refugees to escape from the Reich. On 
15 March 1939 Hitler’s forces invaded and occupied Czechoslovakia 
while France and Britain stood by. But the invasion of Poland, six 
months later, could not be tolerated. � ere was little to cheer about 
at the start of hostilities because memories of the Great War were 
still too raw.

Mobilization began immediately. � e French government tele-
phoned its chosen young men or sent private messengers to their 
homes, and posted notices announcing Appel Immédiat. � ere was 
general chaos and an oppressive worry as plans were suddenly made 
or changed without warning. � e nineteen-year-old Jacqueline de La 
Rochebrochard, who hailed from a large family of old Breton nobil-
ity, had been planning her wedding to Lieutenant Joseph d’Alincourt 
for later that year. But, given only a few hours’ notice of his depar-
ture for a post in eastern France, ‘Without hesitation, we decided to 
marry at once. It was already late at night. We awakened the mayor. 
He agreed to o4  ciate in the little town hall that also served as the 
village school. Early the next day our parish priest celebrated the 
wedding mass, and Joseph left immediately.’

� e greatest emotion was seen at railway stations as men travelling 
to their regiments said goodbye to their mothers, fathers, wives and 
children. Station bu" ets now operated with self-service, a new phe-
nomenon, as most waiters had been called up; there were also Red 
Cross workers doling out milk and dry bread to children, while Boy 
Scouts tried to help refugees with luggage. Although actual � ghting 
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still seemed distant to those in Paris, in reality there was nothing 
at all phoney about the next few months as far as Hitler and his 
generals were concerned; the Germans were training reservists and 
rushing equipment to the various fronts while the Nazi–Soviet Pact 
of August 1939, still being digested with horror by the Allies, as well 
as by many European communists, neutralized the possibility of 
Germany being attacked in the east. 

Since 1933, when Hitler had come to power and introduced laws 
preventing Jews and others from leading normal lives, refugees from 
Germany, Austria and eastern Europe had been escaping in what-
ever way they could to � nd work or a home. Many trusted that in 
France at least, the � rst country in Europe to emancipate its Jewish 
population, they would � nd refuge. But alongside the longstanding 
revolutionary ideals and declarations of human rights which under-
pinned French philosophical thinking, the country had had a long 
history of anti-Semitism which had never entirely disappeared and 
which, from time to time, � ared up angrily. � e Dreyfus a" air, which 
lasted approximately from 1894 to 1904, had left deep-rooted scars 
in France and, even though anti-Semitism subsided in the 1920s – 
partly because it was hard to accuse Jews of not being patriotic when 
so many had given their lives � ghting for France in the First World 
War – it revived again in the 1930s. � is time it was fuelled by the 
renewed in� ux of foreign Jews � eeing the Nazis, which came on top 
of the earlier wave of immigration of mostly poor Jews from the east 
escaping pogroms at the beginning of the century. In 1936 France 
had its � rst Jewish Prime Minister, Léon Blum, serving at the head of 
a Popular Front coalition. Blum introduced several important social 
reforms, including paid holidays for workers, and he was also (to an 
extent) a champion of women’s rights. But although three women 
served in his cabinet, women in France still did not have the vote, nor 
the right to have a bank account in their own name. Blum’s tenure in 
o4  ce was short-lived and he resigned in 1937, unable successfully to 
tackle the country’s economic problems. � e anti-Semitic far right, 
not afraid to brandish the slogan ‘Better Hitler than Blum’, was now 
able to win over elements of mainstream conservatives and socialists 
not previously associated with anti-Semitism, denouncing the alleged 
Jewish in� uence which, they argued, was not only pushing France 
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into a war against Germany, against the country’s best interests, but 
also allowing the country to become ‘the dump bin of Europe’. 

At the beginning of the war the number of Jews in France was ap-
proximately 330,000 compared with 150,000 in the interwar period. 
In Paris alone the number had risen from some 75,000 before 1914 
to 150,000 in the 1930s. � is increase fed the latent anti-Semitism 
in France and helped stimulate the growth of a right-wing fascist 
press. In addition to the Catholic and royalist Action Française of 
Charles Maurras (who led a movement of the same name), the 
three main journals were the weekly Gringoire, edited by Horace 
de Carbuccia, Candide and Je suis partout, the latter being the 
most openly anti-Semitic of all. By the end of 1936 the circulation 
of Gringoire had risen dramatically from 640,000 at the beginning 
of the year to 965,000. In February 1939, Je suis partout, where 
Robert Brasillach was editor in chief from 1937 to 1943, devoted an 
entire issue to an attack on Jewish doctors and medical students in 
France. 

But there were inconsistencies. Gringoire, Candide and Je suis 
partout all prided themselves on the amount of space they devoted 
to literary criticism as well as political commentary. For example, 
alongside a diatribe against Léon Blum, Gringoire published the 
work of Irène Némirovsky, the Russian Jewish novelist who had 
become something of a darling of the right-wing press after her novel 
David Golder, the story of a greedy Jewish banker with an unfaithful 
wife and demanding daughter, had achieved enormous success in 
1929 before being turned swiftly into a � lm. Brasillach, as well as the 
literary critic of Gringoire, greatly admired Némirovsky. Yet in 1938 
Brasillach called for Jews from foreign countries to be considered 
‘as aliens and to place in opposition to their naturalization the most 
imposing of obstacles’.

In June 1939, when Irène revealed in an interview, ‘How could I 
write such a thing? If I were to write David Golder now I would do 
it quite di" erently . . . � e climate is quite changed!’, she clearly un-
derstood that the establishment had not embraced her after all, that 
she was merely tolerated. Yet by 1939 she had been living in France 
for twenty years, ever since her family had � ed Russia after the Rev-
olution. French was her language of choice, the language which she 
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had spoken since childhood, which she had studied at the Sorbonne 
and in which she now wrote. France was her country of choice. She 
wanted to be a French (not Russian nor Jewish) writer, writing about 
the French bourgeoisie. In 1926 she married a banker, Michel Ep-
stein, a fellow Russian Jew whom she had met in France, and by 1939 
the couple had two daughters, Denise, born in 1929, and Elisabeth, 
born in 1937, both French citizens by virtue of their birthplace. With 
her elegant clothes and � ne seventh-� oor apartment in the Avenue 
Constant Coquelin near Les Invalides, as well as a French nanny for 
the children, a maid and a cook, she was to all outward appearances 
a true Parisienne with a lifestyle largely paid for by her literary earn-
ings. Yet Irène and her husband were actually foreigners who did not 
even apply for naturalization until 1938, even though Irène had been 
eligible since 1921, three years after the beginning of her stay in the 
country. Michel’s formal request to the Service des Naturalisations 
de la Préfecture de Police was supported by letters from his employ-
ers, the Banque du Pays du Nord, as well as from some of Irène’s 
impeccable literary admirers. Yet they heard nothing in response. In 
April 1939 they were asked to produce documents already submitted, 
yet by September, when they had still heard nothing, they were told 
that the delay was caused by ‘circumstances’ – that is, war. � eir 
request had e" ectively been ignored, a rejection from which Irène 
su" ered deeply. � ey were now stateless. 

Earlier that year Némirovsky and her family had converted to 
Catholicism, with the baptism celebrated on 2 February in the old 
chapel of the Abbaye Sainte-Marie de Paris. It may not have been 
a deeply spiritual act but she had never identi� ed herself as Jewish 
(she had been married in a synagogue, she maintained, purely to 
please Michel’s father) and felt genuine a4  nity towards Christian-
ity. Presumably Irène also saw the conversion, in a world climate of 
increasingly virulent anti-Semitism, as a protective measure for the 
whole family. 

In August 1939, following the Nazi–Soviet Pact, Michel started 
to worry that he and his wife might be viewed not merely as state-
less but, worse, as Russian and therefore as enemies of France. In 
addition, if he lost his job in Paris, they might need to rely solely 
on Irène’s earnings for the entire family. He therefore wrote to her 
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publishers asking for support and received a warm but useless letter 
in reply. � e Epstein family then took their summer holiday in Hen-
daye, on the Basque coast, but in September, as soon as war was 
declared, Irène sent her daughters out of Paris to stay with the family 
of the nurse she had employed for the last ten years, Cécile Michaud, 
at Issy-l’Evêque, a small village some four hours to the south-east of 
Paris. During the � rst winter of the war, Irène came often to visit her 
daughters but did not move herself. � ere was, she felt, no need to 
leave Paris as yet.

� at summer, when war was � nally declared, many French fam-
ilies were on holiday or had children away at camp without their 
parents. It had been an especially hot summer and Claire Chevrillon, 
an English teacher at the Collège Sévigné, was in the mountains of 
the Drôme, at Valcroissant, helping direct a scout camp throughout 
August. � e camp took a hundred little boys used to a suburban 
life in Paris and, by transplanting them into wild valleys and moun-
tains for a month, tried to teach them to appreciate the beauty and 
dangers of nature. Claire, whose father André Chevrillon was one of 
the country’s foremost literary critics and whose mother came from 
a well-to-do, assimilated Jewish family, understood immediately 
the signi� cance of the announcement of general mobilization. Her 
family had been aware for months of the dangers of Nazi doctrines 
spreading across Europe. Now, as parents were furiously sending 
telegrams to request the immediate return of their children to Paris, 
Claire’s fellow Director at the resort left immediately to become an 
army nurse. Claire single-handedly closed down the camp in twenty-
four frantic hours before depositing the children with their relieved 
parents at the Gare de Lyon. ‘� is,’ she remembered thinking, ‘is the 
end of happy life.’

� roughout France, women were rapidly trying to digest what 
war would mean for them. To many people, it was immediately clear 
that it was women, even without the right to vote and, for married 
women, without the right to own or control their own property, who 
would be playing a pivotal role in the forthcoming drama. One of 
the arguments used to exclude women from participating in French 
elections was that their economic dependency would prevent them 
from making free choices. In the early twentieth century, with 
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continuing battles between republicanism and the Catholic Church, 
it was further argued that the duties of mother and wife would be in-
compatible with exercising the right to vote. Only since 1938 had they 
been given the right to take on a job outside the home without their 
husband’s or father’s permission. � ere were already some mutterings 
that this might give them in� ated ideas or, as one senator declared, 
‘If, because of the hostilities, a woman might be called upon to play 
a role outside her normal attributes she should be aware that this 
is only as an exceptional measure.’ � is was a vain and desperate 
wish, of course, on the old senator’s part. Nonetheless the laws, � rst 
forbidding then encouraging married women to work, were deeply 
revealing of the con� icting attitude toward women in France. � e 
ideal of the woman as wife and mother was permanently in tension 
with the need for, as well as desire of, women to work. 

One area where it was acceptable for women to work and which 
changed little with the outbreak of war was entertainment. On 24 
September the Comédie-Française – the � rst theatre in Paris to 
reopen following the declaration of war – staged a poetry matinée. 
� e historic building itself, protected by a ten-foot-high wall of 
sandbags at the entrance, had been emptied of its great marble busts 
and other thespian treasures as well as half of its male personnel. 
Some of the company’s actresses had also moved to the country, 
but enough actors remained to plan a continuing schedule, starting 
that autumn. 

Right up until 1939, � lms were still being made in France, and 
Parisians � ocked to the cinema to see the young woman hailed as 
the new Garbo, Corinne Luchaire. Luchaire had had a peripatetic 
childhood after her parents separated and she had gone with her 
mother to Germany where she made friends with several high-
ranking Nazis. But she was not unfamiliar with Jews either, because 
her grandfather, the playwright Julien Luchaire, had married a 
Jewish woman as his third wife, and her father’s sister, Ghita, was 
married to the Jewish philosopher � éodore Fraenkel. Nonetheless, 
both she and her sister had always wanted to act, and Corinne made 
her debut at the age of sixteen in a play written by her grandfather 
called Altitude 3200. At seventeen she starred in Prison sans Barreaux, 
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and then, because she spoke � uent English, took the lead role when 
it was remade in English in 1938 as Prison without Bars. � e following 
year saw her again starring in the � rst � lm version of the novel + e 
Postman Always Rings Twice, which was called in French Le Dernier 
Tournant (� e Last Bend). Corinne was emblematic of a generation 
of women who wanted to work and for whom becoming a � lm star 
was not only liberating but � nancially rewarding, and it did not re-
quire a professional quali� cation. It was a gratifying career path for 
any woman who enjoyed being admired by men, which soon meant 
being admired by Nazis. 

Similarly, there was no shortage of young female dancers to per-
form at the cabarets and nightclubs that were � ourishing as never 
before. Early in 1939, having been in Paris less than a year, a young 
South African girl auditioned as a dancer at a Montmartre cabaret. 
� e twenty-one-year-old Sadie Rigal had left her father and � ve sib-
lings behind in a Johannesburg boarding house, determined to make 
it on her own in Europe where she dreamed of joining the Ballets 
Russes. Sadie’s father David had taken responsibility for bringing up 
the family when her mother, two years after Sadie’s birth in 1917, was 
con� ned to a mental institution following the death of her youngest 
son in the � u pandemic. Life was tough for the Rigal family, but 
Sadie clearly had talent and, in exchange for generally ‘helping out’, 
a cousin who ran a small dance school agreed to give her free les-
sons. She started to win competitions, graduated to a more advanced 
teacher and, after performing one last solo in Cape Town, departed 
for Paris in 1938. Here she studied with Russian teachers, of whom 
there were many in Paris at the time, prior to the big interview that 
was her life’s ambition.

Meanwhile, to make ends meet, she auditioned for the famous 
Bal Tabarin music hall at 36 Rue Victor Massé, just behind the Place 
Pigalle, which had opened in 1904 and become hugely successful. 
� e Bal Tabarin � oor show was one of the best known in Paris, 
with semi-naked girls cavorting in unusual positions, gracefully 
performing acrobatics and spinning around a cage, some hanging 
on with their teeth as others bent backwards. Man Ray, the sur-
realist photographer, made a famous series of images of the cabaret 
in 1936 in which the girls look like a fantastic human tree. When 
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Pierre Sandrini became Artistic Director as well as co-owner in 1928 
he introduced ballet to the � oor shows, with costumes designed by 
Erté, which transformed the performances into spectacular tableaux. 
� ere was a new show every year, each with a theme, such as + e 
Planets or + e Symphony, some of them inspired by historical � gures 
such as Cleopatra and Mme de Pompadour. 

In the summer of 1939 Sandrini, who was to be Sadie’s saviour 
in the precarious years to come, encouraged her and a friend to go 
to London to audition for the Ballets Russes. Both were accepted 
but were then told to wait in Paris because the company was due to 
travel there in December. So they returned to the French capital but, 
once war broke out, found themselves stranded as the Ballets Russes 
never came. David Rigal scraped together enough money to o" er his 
daughter a ticket home to South Africa, but she refused, embracing 
uncertainty and deciding to chance her luck in Paris. 

� e Bal Tabarin was never quite as famous as the Folies Bergère, 
which after 1918 became enshrined as something of a national mon-
ument. � ere were even wild claims that the magni� cent breasts 
of the dancers were somehow symbolic of the best of France that 
had been fought for in the recent war. It was where thousands of 
men, seduced by the legend of ‘Gay Paree’ and Parisian debauch-
ery, paid to watch increasing amounts of naked � esh revealed on 
stage amid increasingly sumptuous costumes and sets. Yet the Folies 
Bergère launched the careers not just of scantily clad dancers but 
of many stars including Maurice Chevalier, the singer and actress 
Mistinguett and the black jazz singer and dancer Josephine Baker. 
It was also where another talented young girl, born in Dublin with 
neither money nor parents that she knew of, learned how to dance 
and entertain.

Margaret Kelly, nicknamed Bluebell because of her penetrating 
blue eyes, spent only a few years with the Folies Bergère before creat-
ing her own group which she called the Bluebell Girls. She was still 
only twenty-two. � is troupe was sometimes engaged to perform at 
the Folies Bergère and sometimes at the Paramount Cinema on the 
classier Boulevard des Capuchines, one of the largest and most ornate 
of the old-style picture palaces in Paris, still used as a cinema in the 
mornings, and with a very di" erent atmosphere from the � oor shows 
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of Montmartre. Kelly quickly became a successful choreo grapher, 
impresario and administrator, taking her girls on tours of Europe 
and acquiring considerable fame in her own right. She had been 
close friends for some years with the Romanian-Jewish composer 
and pianist at the Folies Bergère Marcel Leibovici, and although all 
backstage romances were o4  cially forbidden, in 1938 Marcel pro-
posed. He was thirty-four and she twenty-six. But getting married 
was complicated as Bluebell would have lost her British citizenship 
if she married a Romanian. � ey resolved the problem eventually 
by getting the Romanian Embassy to supply documents saying that 
he was no longer a citizen of their country – in other words that 
he was stateless, a brave undertaking for him. But then there was 
the problem of his religion since Bluebell wanted a church wedding 
and Marcel, although not observant, was Jewish. So determined was 
she to have the Church’s blessing that she petitioned the Archbishop 
of Paris, who referred her case to the Vatican. Marcel then had to 
promise in a formal interview with the Archbishop that he would 
raise any children of the union as Catholics. Finally, on 1 March 
1939 they were married in a civil ceremony and, later, at the huge La 
Trinité church, they received a religious blessing. � ey also held a 
party at the Pavillon Henri IV Hôtel in Saint-Germain-en-Laye, a 
popular tourist destination just outside Paris, having chartered a bus 
to bring as many dancers as it would hold. � ere was no honeymoon 
and the next day was business as usual. In July 1939 their � rst child, 
Patrick, was born.

With so many couples getting married in 1939, several jewellers 
now bene� ted from the � ourishing trade in engagement rings. At 
least if the husband was killed, the war widow would then be able 
to obtain some � nancial compensation. But in the chaotic frenzy of 
changing roles, moving home and worrying about relatives at risk, 
there were almost as many couples separating or getting divorced. 
Comtesse Lily Pastré, approaching � fty, was forced to begin a new 
life in 1939 as, at the end of the year, she � nally agreed a divorce 
settlement with her husband, the enormously wealthy Comte Jean 
Pastré, whose in� delities had nearly destroyed her. 

Lily was born Marie-Louise Double Saint-Lambert in 1891, 
daughter of a rich family with Russian antecedents on her maternal 
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side, while her great-grandparents on her paternal side were hard-
working entrepreneurs and co-founders of the Noilly Prat liqueur 
business. As heiress to the Noilly Prat Vermouth fortune, Lily was 
rich in her own right. Nonetheless, her childhood had not been one 
of luxury, and she had been brought up in an austere Catholic, au-
thoritarian household. As a young girl she was tall, blonde and slim 
and a talented tennis-player. But the � rst great sadness in her life 
came when her elder brother, Maurice, was killed in 1916 during the 
Battle of the Somme. Two years later, partly to strengthen alliances 
between families of the haute bourgeoisie in Marseilles, she agreed 
to an arranged marriage with Comte Pastré. � e couple had three 
children – Nadia, Nicole and Pierre – but as was normal in her circle, 
Lily was not expected to spend much time with her children, who 
were brought up by a nanny and an English governess. With few 
options, Lily made her life in the concert halls and opera houses of 
Paris and became deeply knowledgeable about avant-garde music, 
theatre and art. In 1939, aged forty-eight with three adult children, 
she moved out of Paris as the divorce settlement left her with the 
family chateau at Montredon near Marseilles. But she was shocked 
to � nd herself shunned as a divorcee by French provincial society, 
even though her husband was the adulterer. She had little idea of 
what to do with her life and, as the gossip from Paris about her hus-
band’s latest conquests reached her, she lost self-con� dence, put on 
weight and started to drink. For Lily, the war was in some ways to be 
her salvation. 

Noor Inayat Khan, an Indian princess, living with her family in 
the wealthy suburb of Suresnes in 1939, was also recovering from the 
break-up of a longstanding a" air and recognized that war was going 
to put an end to her � edgling career as a children’s writer. Noor was 
born in Moscow in 1914 to an Indian father who was a distinguished 
Su�  teacher and direct descendant of Tipu Sultan, the eighteenth-
century Muslim ruler of Mysore, and an American mother, Ora 
Baker. � e family lived � rst in London before settling in Paris, in 
a large house named Fazal Manzil in Suresnes, where Noor studied 
harp and piano for several years, culminating in a period at the Paris 
Conservatoire under Nadia Boulanger. � is was followed by a course 
in child psychology at the Sorbonne. Noor was often described by 
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her friends and teachers as quiet and dreamy, but she was also both 
talented and clever. By her mid-twenties it was clear she was su" ering 
deep emotional turmoil, was often in tears for no discernible reason 
and seemed close to a complete breakdown, most probably because 
for the last six years she had been involved in an intense relationship 
with a Turkish Jewish pianist known as Goldberg (his � rst name was 
never used), who lived in Paris with his mother. 

Noor and Goldberg had � rst met and fallen in love while both 
were students at the Ecole Normale de Musique, and for a while he 
was accepted into the Khan household of Fazal Manzil and even 
given the name Huzoor Nawaz. But Noor’s family were not happy 
about the relationship, believing the class divide was insurmount able. 
Goldberg came from an impoverished working-class family – his 
mother worked in a laundry – who could hardly a" ord to pay his 
fees, while Noor was a noble princess. � ey believed her attraction to 
him stemmed partly from her sympathy for his deprived background 
and fear that if she left him he might try and end his life.

By the summer of 1938 she had passed exams which quali� ed her 
to teach child psychology, but the Khan family did not expect its 
women to take on professional, paid jobs. Instead she was establish-
ing herself as an author and poet, contributing regular children’s 
stories, based on ancient Indian and Greek legends, to the Sunday 
Figaro. In addition, some of her stories were broadcast on Radio-
Paris’s ‘Children’s Hour’ and won her excellent reviews at a time 
when stories of Babar, the elephant created by Jean de Brunho" , and 
his queen, Céleste, were standard fare in every Parisian nursery. She 
often worked on her writing alone, in her room at night, but by the 
middle of 1939 she appeared to be happier and was contemplating 
ending the relationship with Goldberg and going to Calcutta to 
accept the proposal of another man, a wealthy Dutch Su�  aristocrat 
called Peter Yohannes, whose advances she had previously rejected. 
However, lacking the money for the fare to Calcutta, she put the 
trip to one side and continued to work on stories for newspapers as 
well as on her � rst book, Twenty Jataka Tales, which was published 
that summer in England. In the wake of her success she developed 
plans for a children’s newspaper and began collecting material for 
that. For Noor, the announcement of war ended her radio and 
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newspaper work almost immediately as paper shortages loomed and 
stories about fairies and mythic creatures of the forest seemed inap-
propriate. � e journalist with whom she had been working on the 
children’s newspaper backed out, telling her it would be impossible 
to go ahead at such a time when all that anyone wanted to read was 
hard news.

� roughout September the atmosphere in Paris was a panicky 
one as impoverished refugees were � ooding in, soldiers drafted out 
and families, unable to decide whether to remain in the capital or 
travel to the coast, criss-crossed the country trying to � nd a place of 
relative safety. Most private cars were requisitioned and from now 
on travel, other than by train or bicycle, was di4  cult or impossible. 
Claire Chevrillon, the English teacher, and a social worker friend 
now began escorting women and children out of Paris into the coun-
try to save them from possible bombing attacks. To appear more 
professional and inspire con� dence, Claire wore her scout uniform 
and carried the obligatory gas mask as she made several trips from 
the Gare Montparnasse on trains teeming with terri� ed women, 
rambunctious children and the sick and elderly. For the � rst few 
months after 3 September, Parisians of both sexes barely moved with-
out the compulsory gas mask, so great was the fear of a gas attack. 
But as several newspapers noted: ‘Women in Paris Will Not Forsake 
Fashion in War’. Some designers seized the opportunity to create 
ever more ingenious fashion containers for gas masks, and it was 
not unusual to see the masks in leather or satin-covered boxes or in 
bags made of various fabrics as women tried matching them to their 
out� ts. Jeanne Lanvin, one of the most popular designers, invented 
a cylindrical-shaped box with a long strap costing 180 francs, which 
was much coveted by a few wealthy Parisiennes. 

Janet Teissier du Cros, a young Scotswoman married to François, 
a Frenchman, observed how a handful of fashion-conscious Parisian 
women managed to remain looking chic in the dark, dirty and cha-
otic capital. She and her husband had been living in Edinburgh but 
concluded two days before war was declared that they should return 
as soon as possible with their small son, André, in order that François 
could join his regiment to � ght. Janet, having chosen to be in France 
to support her husband, later recalled feeling overwhelmingly that, 
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in spite of the dislocation, uncertainty and upheaval, especially at 
railway stations, not to � ght this time would be deeply shameful. 
As her sister, married to an American, put it: ‘If France and Britain 
don’t � ght, however shall I face the Americans?’ Janet had studied 
music before her marriage and, for educated women like her, it was 
not so much a question now of how to avoid war as of how to win it 
once it came. Having said goodbye to her husband, she went south as 
quickly as she could with André to live with her in-laws, optimistic 
that the war would soon be over. As she boarded one train after 
another and then had to climb into an open cattle truck, she realized 
that by that stage ‘we were all looking pretty bedraggled. André was 
so � lthy that I doubt whether I would have had the courage to touch 
him if he had been someone else’s child.’ But, as she settled on the 
� oor of the cattle truck, she noticed another woman, probably on 
her way to visit her soldier husband, a true Parisienne dressed in a 
beautiful black, tailor-made suit with a white lingerie blouse ‘that 
was still really white’ and a small black hat which could have come 
only from Paris. ‘She was like a breath from Paris. � ough she sat 
on the � oor with us she never lost her air of neat elegance and the 
sight of her struck guilt into my soul for it reminded me that I had 
been taking advantage of circumstances to let my standards down, 
an unpardonable thing in France.’

� e couture houses of Paris had shown their fabulous autumn–
winter 1939 creations to the world’s buyers in April. Now the city’s 
thousands of dressmakers and ancillary workers in their ateliers were 
busy ful� lling orders. As Lucien Lelong, President of the Chambre 
Syndicale de la Haute Couture, argued, ‘our role is to give France an 
appearance of serenity; the problems must not hamper the creators. 
It is their duty to hold aloof from them. � e more elegant French 
women are . . . the more our country will show people abroad that it 
does not fear the future.’

For those who chose to look, 1939 had proclaimed itself a dangerous 
year from the start. Le Jardin des Modes was not alone among wom-
en’s magazines in keeping up a pretence of normality by advising its 
female readers in January 1939 how they too could dress their hair in 
a little chignon at the nape of their necks ‘à la Duchesse de Windsor’, 
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or in March giving advice on ‘how to embellish, � rm up and make 
younger looking breasts . . . a discovery which French women are 
passionate about’, the magazine insisted. � e more upmarket Vogue 
published an advertisement for Helena Rubinstein make-up which 
proclaimed: ‘� ese days it is the duty of everyone, especially women, 
to communicate to those one loves, the optimism which results 
from con� dence in oneself.’ � e interesting logic behind the adver-
tisement was presumably that wearing Helena Rubinstein make-up 
would help to win the coming war. It was an attitude driven home 
by editorials in all the magazines that autumn. 

Some couture houses had responded to war by introducing mil-
itary elements into their designs such as frogging, shoulder braid 
and tassels on the warm coats which were now essential for the long 
unheated train journeys. A few hats were created to resemble British 
busbies or French tricornes. But mostly the magazines responded 
with exhortations to keep up standards for the men’s sake. ‘For those 
who are at the front,’ declared Le Jardin des Modes on its September 
front page, ‘you must stay how they would like to see you. Not ugly.’ 
On its inside pages the magazine explained how all periodicals were 
required to reduce by 50 per cent the amount of paper they used, 
but ‘we decided in spite of the di4  culties that our duty was to show 
the entire world that French fashion will continue in [these] serious 
circumstances to guide feminine elegance’.

For as long as they were in print, magazines exhorted Parisiennes 
to remain ‘women who were proud of maintaining a privilege for 
which all the world envied them, to help fashion overcome the war 
around them. Fashion will remain Parisienne in its most intimate 
� bre,’ according to an editorial that autumn. ‘You will dress yourself 
simply but elegantly. � ose who are at the front want you to be pretty 
and soignée.’ It was a stirring column, telling women they had it in 
their power to accomplish this essential task: not to allow the luxury 
industry, one of the vital resources of Paris, to die.

By December the magazines were slightly more sober in tone, 
attuned to the times, advising women on what to put in the little 
packages to send their soldiers, how to cook the more economical 
rillettes, how to knit balaclavas and jumpers or, now that so many 
budgets were reduced, how to revive an old dress and make it look 
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like this year’s. Some asked their readers if they would prefer to have 
half a magazine appear regularly or have the magazine stay the same 
size but published half as often. However, by early 1940 the shortages 
forced most magazines to close down anyway. Vogue and Harper’s 
Bazaar, despite the di4  culties, stayed in production longer but, as 
Lucien Lelong explained in a November 1939 interview, maintaining 
the fashion industry was not just about vanity. ‘At a time when the 
country needs foreign currency we must make every e" ort to increase 
our export � gures. Our overseas clientele has resumed its usual way 
of life . . . We have another duty. Twenty thousand working women 
and 500 male employees make their living from Parisian couture. It 
also has a direct in� uence on the life of other industries: textiles, silk, 
furs, lace etc.’ Everything must be done to preserve these jobs in Paris, 
he said. It was an argument he was to make even more stridently and 
urgently in the months to come. Paris to most people meant fashion, 
food, cabarets and the Comédie-Française. How these aspects of life 
were to fare over the next � ve years was not clear in 1939, but each of 
them was digging in. 

But merely looking elegant and soignée was, of course, never going 
to be enough. As the American former actress Drue Tartière com-
mented, many of the French soldiers looked pitifully ill equipped 
for the ordeal ahead, wearing carpet slippers instead of boots. Drue 
was one of almost 30,000 Americans living in or near Paris before 
the outbreak of war. She was working at Paris Mondial radio station 
arranging for Americans to give broadcasts to the United States, in-
tended to convey the di4  cult atmosphere in Paris. Colette was one of 
her regular broadcasters, along with the French actresses Mistinguett 
and Cécile Sorel and the in� uential American journalist Dorothy 
� ompson. Although the American Ambassador, William Bullitt, 
advised all US citizens to leave France, some 5,000 chose to remain 
in the city either because they had made it their home and loved the 
country or because they had family ties or both. Since Drue’s French 
husband, Jacques Tartière, to whom she’d been married just a year, 
was away � ghting, Drue hired as her housekeeper a young girl from 
Alsace called Nadine keen to live in the big city. Just before taking 
her on, Drue asked her how she felt about the Germans. ‘My father, 
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Madame,’ she responded with a straight face, ‘always said that there 
was only one way to cure Germany and that was to kill the women 
and children.’ � e response, while comforting, seemed a little ex-
treme to Drue, who took her on all the same. Not many Parisiennes 
felt quite the way Nadine did towards Germany.
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